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BOLOGNA

In early October a group of
Friends spent a long
weekend in Bologna.
This northern Italian city is
stuﬀed with architectural
and artistic treasures and
Friends visited the ancient
Basilicas of Santo Stefano
and San Petronio, and the
glorious Piazza Maggiore.
Everybody enjoyed
delicious restaurant trips,
while rather fewer of the
group made it up the 498
steps of the 12th-century
Asinelli Tower to enjoy
panoramic views of the
city. Thanks to Eagle Travel
for organising the trip.

Join us for an evening of artistic claim and counterclaim in our ‘Call my Lot’ event on 22nd March. Many
L
CAL
Friends will remember the first such evening which
u my
took place in 2017 and was hugely popular. Our
audience pitted their wits against a panel of members
LOT
of the local art world, trying to establish who was
correctly describing a series of enigmatic objects from
the Higgins collection. All of our experts proved
surprisingly adept at lying and repeatedly confounded the
audience – and each other.
u

Friends’ trip to

news

Call My Lot

Please contact Ann Ayres to book tickets: annayres10@btinternet.com

LEONARDO DA VINCI
Join the Friends on a tour of the exhibition at
the QueenÊs Gallery
THURSDAY 6TH JUNE, £78 per person
This landmark exhibition at the Queen’s
Gallery adjoining Buckingham Palace
marks 500 years since da Vinci’s death.
More than 200 drawings by the
Renaissance polymath will be on show.
The price includes coach transport from
Bedford, entry to the exhibition, a 2course lunch at an excellent local pub,
plus afternoon entry to the Royal Mews.
Thanks to Eagle Travel for organising
this very special trip.

Easter Holiday Activities

Explore the Round and Round the Garden exhibition
(read more about the exhibition overleaf)

Take part in garden-themed workshops for the family on
9th, 10th, 11th, 16th, 17th and 18th April at 11am, 12:30pm,
and 2pm, and last for an hour. Please visit The Higgins
website for more information.

arts news
On the Road with the Higgins
Victoria Partridge, Keeper of Fine and Decorative Art, organises
loans of works from The Higgins collection to other museums and
institutions. 2018 and 2019 have been exceptionally busy with
works from the Higgins appearing in shows all over this country
and a few works even criss-crossing the globe.

“

Nearly 100 works have either gone out on loan or come back to their
home at The Higgins since January 2018. This was an exceptionally
busy period for loans and 2019 will be no different. We regularly
collaborate with other museums and institutions to organise loans as
it not only improves access to our collections but also gets The Higgins
name out all over the world.
In 2018 we lent the Lars Kinsarvik throne to exhibitions in Barcelona
and Madrid, a David Bomberg watercolour to Pallant House Gallery in
Chichester, an Edward Burra painting of Harlem to an exhibition
about Jazz in Britain at Two Temple Place, London, four works by
Augustus John went to an exhibition in Poole and seventeen works by
Edward Bawden went to Eastbourne, Sheffield and Warwickshire as
part of the exhibition ‘Ravilious and Co’. We sent a whole exhibition of
Victorian Art to Blenheim Palace and were the major lender to
Dulwich Picture Gallery’s ‘Edward Bawden’ exhibition where our ‘Gnat
and Lion’ linocut appeared in national newspapers and posters all over
London.
Two works from our important Edward Burne-Jones collection, ‘Childe
Roland’ and ‘Lot and his Daughters’ appeared in the blockbuster
exhibition devoted to the artist which has just closed at Tate Britain.
We’ll keep you updated with our future travel plans!

‘The Gallery’
A New Café
Bedford locals will be
familiar with the town
landmark of the Art
Centre and Gallery –
owned by Friends’
Chairman, Don Gillett.
If you’ve been in recently,
you will have seen that
alongside the artists’
materials for which the
business is well known,
there is also a new
delicatessen/café area and
a great exhibition space.

Friends’ Lectures

“

Top: Throne chair (1900-5), Lars
Kinsarvik (1846-1925)
Above: Lot and his Daughters,
1874, Sir Edward Coley
Burne-Jones (1833-1898)

We have been lucky enough to enjoy an excellent
series of lectures in the past season, with speakers
ranging over subjects as diverse as Nelson’s Chelengk
and Bedford’s Highlanders. Our talk on 12th February
saw Alan Waltham discuss the East London Group, and
Mr Waltham has been kind enough to send us some
extra pictures. For those who were unable to aKend,
the East London Group was formed in the 1920s,
when a group of working-class men, including a
haddock-smoker and a painter-decorator, began an art
club at Bethnal Green Men’s InsPtute. The group
expanded and produced luminous, somePmes
haunPng, realist painPngs and aKracted tutors
including Walter Sickert. Mr Waltham’s photographs
show works by Harold Steggles commissioned for the
iconic Shell Poster series, showing the BuKercross at
Bungay. Visit www.eastlondongroup.co.uk.
There are sPll two lectures leU in this season’s
programme; Felicity Irons will talk about her work making rush maWng using
techniques unchanged for hundreds of years (2nd April), and David Fowler will talk
to us about Bedford’s famous joinery business, the Pyghtle Works, and its
connecPons with Sir Albert Richardson and Mackay Hugh Baillie ScoK (6th May).
Do please join us!
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Round and Round the Garden:
A Celebration of Horticulture in Art
April sees the opening of ‘Round and Round the Garden: A Celebration of
Horticulture in Art’. Here,Victoria Partridge, Keeper of Fine & Decorative Arts,
talks about her experience of working with curator Christiana Payne and
illustrator Charlotte Voake to bring the exhibition to fruition.

“

Round and Round The Garden: A Celebration of Horticulture in Art will be the second
exhibition I have curated with Christiana Payne, who is Professor of History of Art at Oxford
Brookes University. Christiana and I first worked together on the 2017 exhibition ‘A Walk in
the Woods: A Celebration of Trees in British Art’. Christiana had come to The Higgins in 2016
to look at some of the paintings of trees in the collection and while we were looking at works
by Constable, Palmer and Nash we talked about what a lovely exhibition we could put
together - and a year later ‘A Walk in the Woods’ opened. We enjoyed the whole experience
so much that ‘Round and Round the Garden’ seemed an obvious next project, and we are
already thinking about another on the theme of dreams and nightmares which will open in
October.
For this exhibition I am thrilled that thanks to the generosity of the Friends we have been
able to commission the award-winning artist Charlotte Voake to design our poster. Charlotte
had been one of my favourite illustrators since my small daughter and I enjoyed looking at
her books together. Our favourites were her illustrations for ‘Elsie Piddock Skips in her Sleep’
by Eleanor Farjeon and her own book ‘Mr Davies and the Baby’ about a dog that insists on
joining a baby for his daily walk. Her work has the
perfect whimsical nature for the exhibition.
Charlotte took as her inspiration for the poster
photographs of the gardens that surround the
museum which are looked after by an amazing
group of volunteers. You will be able to see
details from the poster on the walls of the
exhibition when it opens and I hope you will see
the poster itself around Bedford.

“

Visit www.thehigginsbedford.org.uk for information
on talks and events around the exhibition, which
runs from 6th April to 29th September.
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gallery news
There’s plenty to see at The Higgins over the next few months. As well
as the opening of the ‘Round and Round the Garden’ exhibition, these
other shows are either already on view or coming soon.

Current EXHIBITIONS…
Bedford’s Windrush Generation

We Are Five

You still have a chance to catch this exhibition
showcasing the fascinating stories of the
generation who arrived in Britain on HMT
Empire Windrush from the Caribbean exactly
seventy years ago. Closes 24th March.

Celebrating five years since The Higgins reopened after extensive Lottery-funded
renovations, this exhibition brings together
favourite paintings and prints nominated by local
organisations, communities and individuals.
Closes 24th March.

Celebrating 100 Years of Polish Independence
Last year we celebrated not just 100 years since the end of the First World War, but also the 100th
anniversary of Polish independence. This exhibition celebrates Bedford’s Polish community and
features film of ‘history keepers’ voicing their stories. Closes 11th November.

Edward Bawden: Home and Abroad
This exhibition shows how Bawden's immediate surroundings and
overseas travels influenced his art. Bawden was inspired by the
villages, churches and country lanes of his native rural Essex. He
also celebrated London's landmarks, its parks, gardens, bridges and
stations. However Bawden's world extended way beyond England.
He embarked on his first trip abroad to Italy aged 22. This was an
experience which he recalled, 'gave me the biggest shock of my
life'. While serving as an Official War Artist, he returned to Italy as
well as travelling to many parts of Africa and the Middle East. In
later years he taught in Canada and visited Portugal. Each new vista
added to Bawden's extensive visual repertoire and all are explored
in this exhibition. Closes 26th January 2020.

Lisbon, Lithograph after linocut, 1962
Edward Bawden (1903-1989)
©The Edward Bawden Estate.
Courtesy of The Higgins Bedford

And coming soon…
The Journey from Bunyan to the Brickworks
Exploring the journeys of pride, inspiration and hope made by Bunyan who was imprisoned and
persecuted for his beliefs, alongside the difficult journeys made by those who came to Bedford after
the Second World War to work at The London Brick Company. The exhibition has been developed by
the John Bunyan Museum and the Bedford Chronicles (a project which aims to bring local history to
life) with Heritage Lottery Funding. 6th April until 28th September 2019

Visit to Cottesbrooke Hall, Northamptonshire

Thursday 16th May, 2pm, £15 for Friends, £18 for Guests
There are still some places available on this tour to
Cottesbrooke, a wonderful Queen Anne house with
spectacular gardens - please email if you would like to
know more: annayres10@btinternet.com

